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Professor Veena Das, a widely acclaimed Social 
Anthropologist/ Sociologist, is currently Krieger-
Eisenhower Professor and Chair of Anthropology and 
Professor of Humanities, also Director of Graduate 
Studies, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, U.S.A., 
since 2000. She has been a gifted teacher and prolific 
researcher working on issues of contemporary 
relevance, such as violence, feminist movements, 
gender studies, health and disease, urban poor, etc. 
She published 15 books, both individual and edited, 
besides many articles in reputed professional journals, 
edited volumes and anthologies. Her three individual 
books are currently in the press. She delivered the 
prestigious L.H. Morgan Lecture at the University of 
Rochester in 2007.

She got her PhD from the University of Delhi under the 
tutelage of Professor M.N. Srinivas. Her doctoral work 
published by the Oxford University Press in 1977, titled 
as “Structure and Cognition: Aspects of Hindu Caste 
and Ritual”, is a classic. She received the prestigious 
Ghurye Award in 1977 for this work. She has served as 
a faculty in the Delhi School of Economics, University 
of Delhi from 1967 to 2000 and for a brief period at 
the New School University in the late nineties before 
joining the Johns Hopkins University.

She received many awards and honours and most 
significant among them are VKRV Rao Award for 
Outstanding Research in Social Sciences in 1986 from 
the ICSSR, Delhi; the Andrez Retzius Gold Medal from 
the Swedish Society for Geography and Anthropology 
in 1995; Honorary Doctorate from the University of 
Chicago in 2000; Foreign Honorary Member of the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences; and a Fellow 
of the Third World Academy of Sciences in 2007.

Abstract: 
The literature on the urban poor has been strongly shaped by and connected 
to public policy interventions that generated such internal divisions as those 
between the deserving and the undeserving poor, or between the proletariat 
seen as the engine of history and the lumpen proletariat who are seen as those 
who are unable to engage in politics at all.  Concepts like social capital moved 
from academic theorizing to the policy world in the context of framing of 
policies to help the poor move out of what was called the “poverty trap”.  One 
of the consequences of this way of seeing the poor is that while agency is given 
to some kinds of poor, others are seen in policy discourses as populations to be 
managed through both policing and paternalistic interventions by the State. 
As far as everyday life was concerned, there seems an implicit agreement with 
Hannah Arendt’s position that the poor are so closely tied to ensuring basic 
survival that problems relating to the poor are best placed within household 
studies or the studies of administration since they cannot exercise the freedom 
necessary for collective action that she calls the domain of politics. Drawing on 
her ethnographic work among the urban poor, Veena Das analyses how one can 
track what counts as politics and how one can absorb the actions of the poor as 
counting towards the remaking of their environment through participation in 
what political forms are available to them.


